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Chapter 1 Installation

1.1 Introduction

This operating manual describes the functionality and the use of SC-400 Controllers. The
SC-400 controller is specially designed to control SYMC nanopositioners. A basic
nanopositioning system consists of a nanopositioner, a controller and software.

Features of SC-400

 18-bit digital resolution
 Sample rate 48.8 kHz
 Fully Programmable Low-Pass and Notch Filters
 4th Order Polynomial Linearization (channel independent)
 USB / Ethernet interfaces
 BNC analog I/O interface
 Wave generator with programmable trigger-I/O
 1-,2- & 3- Channel versions

1.2 Required working conditions

The SC-400 is a laboratory apparatus designed following the standard of IEC 61010-1-2010. The
following conditions have to be met for safe operation:

 Indoor use only
 Altitude up to 2000 m
 Temperature range 5°C to 40°C
 Recommended warm-up time for half hour or longer
 Max. relative humidity < 80% at 31°C, and < 50% at 40°C
 Line voltage fluctuations less than ±10%
 Transient overvoltage following that of typical public power supply
 Degree of pollution: 2

Note: The nominal level of the transient overvoltage is the standing surge voltage according to the overvoltage

category II IEC 60364-4-43-2008.

1.3 Unpacking

The package of a SYMC nanopositioning system includes the following items:
 Nanopositioning stage(s)
 Test data sheets
 One SC-400 Controller
 One Power cord
 One USB cable
 One User Manual
 One software U-disk

Carefully remove the items from the package. Report any damage or missing items immediately
by phone (+86 022-22977677) or e-mail (info@symc-tec.com).

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=yC6J_0lxs6_BjlFvB1D5aW-UdeU6BjBybrFRreOVpAvXGkR0N6wuKW-hjnx5TFxRFqy9GcBPoarWF0RcHX_U4EeJDb6Sj--BMHvie46CXh7lH2PGHdH-k7UzyGCyaxEj
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1.4 Controller Installation

1. The controller requires air intake through slots in the top and bottom cover. Position the
controller on a hard flat surface such that the ventilation slots in the bottom cover are not
obstructed.

2. Connect D-SUB15 (male) to D-SUB15(female) or(and) Connect BNC (male) to BNC
(female)

3. Connect the power supply to AC power jack on the back panel
4. Power to the controller can be switched ON and OFF with the power switch on the back
panel adjacent to the AC power jack

5. Use USB or Ethernet port if PC software control is required. Connect SC-300 controller
and your PC by using USB or Ethernet cable, and install control software and driver on
your PC (please refer to Appendix B). For usage of Ethernet, please make sure the
controller and your PC have appropriate IP address setting (please refer to page 19 "
TCP/IP setting ")

NOTE: To provide proper EMC shielding, it is required to connect the AC power cord to a fully
earth grounded (3-terminal) receptacle.

1.5 System Requirements

To start working with the nanopositioning system, your system must also include the following
components：

 A SC-400 controller
 The nanopositioning stage which is calibrated with the SC-400 controller
 For remote operation via the computer interface a PC with Windows operating system

(windows XP/7/8/10) is required. The SC-400 controller is connected with computer through a
USB cable or Ethernet cable.

1.6 Software Installation

1、 Install USB driver. The installation file can be found in U-disk /driver. Please refer to
appendix B for details.

2、 Install control software. Installation file can be found in U-disk /bin/Setup.exe. Double
click Setup.exe, follow instructions to complete the installation.

Sanying control software requires pre-installation of Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0. If that
component hasn't been installed in your PC yet, please find the installation file in your U-disk
/bin/Microsoft.NET Framework 4.exe. Double click and install it.
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Chapter 2 Controller Interface

2.1 Front Panel

The front panel contains a communication interface and connectors for up to three nanopositioning
channels. The communication interface includes one universal serial bus port (USB2.0) and one
Ethernet socket. Each nanopositioning channel contains a D-SUB15 connector for nanopositioning
stage and two BNC connectors for analog I/O. The D-SUB15 connector contains the pins for
sensor signals and high voltage piezo signals, See Fig2.1.

The LCD screen display information contains the readings from the capacitive sensor, the high
voltage output and temperature sensor.

The BNC connector labeled provides the option to drive the controller with an external analog
input voltage. The standard range of the BNC input is ±10V (other voltage range may be applied,
please refer to calibration sheet for confirmation). The BNC connector labeled is the
output of position sensor with a range of ±10V (other voltage range may be applied, please
refer to calibration sheet for confirmation). The default bandwidth of the sensor output is
set to 2 kHz (hardware).

The LEDs on the front panel have two colors to indicate the channel’s operating status. (When the
LEDs are off, the power is off):

LED Color Channel Status
Green Closed-Loop
Red Open-Loop

Fig. 2.1 The front panel of the SC-400 controller.

（1）ETH Interface （2）USB Interface （3）Channel Index （4）D-SUB15 (5) LED Indicator （6）

Analog Input （7）Analog Output
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2.2 Back Panel

The back panel contains a power ON/OFF switch. Power input ranges AC100~240V, 50~60Hz.
See Fig2.2.

Fig. 2.2 The back panel of the SC-400 controller.

Note: To provide proper EMC shielding, it is required to connect the AC power cord to a fully
earth grounded receptacle. If not, connect the chassis to ground.
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Chapter 3 Operation

The control software includes four function modules: Servo parameters setting, Digital
displacement operation,Wave generator and response test.

The controller will be set to open-loop mode before shipping out to users. The load on the piezo
stage will affect the system's dynamic behavior, hence it will be important to measure system
resonance frequency and adjust dynamic parameters according to the actual load. It is strongly
recommended to adjust dynamic parameters before switching to close-loop mode. In case the
system is already under close-loop when the load needs to be changed, it is recommended either to
power off the controller, or to switch to open-loop mode before changing the load, unless the
difference of the load is trivial and can be neglected.

3.1 Starting the control software

When starting the control software, a device and communication selection panel will be displayed
(see Figure 3.1). In the figure below, "SC400" is device name, "SE162001" is device serial number,
"USB" "NET" are communication port types.

Note: For noise-sensitive applications it is recommended to use Ethernet port to avoid noise
interference.

Fig. 3.1 Device and communication port selection windows

Double click to choose the communication port you are going to use. Main control window will
then be displayed(Figure 3.2). On the left side of the window is the area for parameter settings. On
the right side is the area for plots display. If step response is implemented, you will find step
response curve in time domain or system transfer function in Bode. At the right bottom is the
displacement setting table.
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Fig. 3.2 Main control window

3.2 Toolbar in the plot display window

The step-response and the output of wave generator are displayed in the plot windows. A toolbar is
provided on top of each plot window. In table 3.1 the descriptions of the buttons in tool bar are
listed.

Table 3.1 Function description of toolbar buttons

Change plot display to default status

Select the curve in the window, hold left button of the mouse and move it, the position
of the curve will be changed.

Allows the users to zoom in the X-axis and Y-axis by placing and dragging the mouse
over the axis of interest.

To zoom the selected part of the plot

Display or hide the cursor. Cursor can be dragged and moved.

Copy image or data to clipboard. The data will be listed in two columns: column 1 is X
value of each point, column 2 is Y value of each point

Save the curve

Print the curve
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Print preview

3.3 Dynamic Parameters Tuning

The SC-400 controller features PID control algorithm combined with notch filter function for high
quality closed loop control. Notch filter is used to suppress the resonance frequency of piezo
stages. The resonance frequency of a piezo system depends on its stiffness and the mass of load.
Since different piezo stages will have different stiffness design, and the mass of load is changeable
by the user, it is not possible to use a fixed notch frequency setting. Un-proper notch frequency
setting may lead to serious vibration, big noises, and may damage the mechanics in the piezo
stage.

CAUTION: If resonance vibration occurs (Typically there will be continuous loud noise)
please immediately switch to open-loop mode and tune the dynamic parameters.

3.3.1 Notch frequency setting

SC-400 has two notch filters: the first one can be used to suppress the main system resonant
frequency, and the second notch filter can be used for the second system resonant frequency.

When using Sanying control software, please use below steps to set the notch filter parameters
properly:

1) Set open-loop mode

2) Set step-response parameters

3) Perform step-response movement

4) Click button in tool bar to display cursor

5) Move the cursor to peak frequency, read out current system frequency (in Figure 3.3 the
first resonant frequency is 405Hz)

6) Select ”Monitor Filter Settings”

7) Input the first resonant frequency in the left table, and enable notch filter 1

8) Repeat (4) and (5) for the second resonant frequency
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(a) Open-loop step-response curve without notch filters

(b) Notch filter parameters settings

Fig. 3.3 Notch filter setting
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After setting the notch filters, perform step-response measurement again (see Figure 3.4). From
the Bode plot you will find obviously the suppression to the system resonance.

Fig. 3.4 Open-loop step-response curve with notch filters

After appropriate tuning, the new parameters can be stored by Toolbar "Settings"->"Save
Configurations To Controller".

3.3.2 PID Parameters Tuning

The recommended P, I and D parameters for each axis of the unloaded nanopositioning stage are
stored in the controller’s factory default settings. When the nanopositioning stage is loaded with a
large mass, the system should be slowed down to maintain stability. This is achieved by tuning one
or more of the P, I and D parameters. The P and I parameters have the largest impact on the step
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response. Optimization of the P, I and D parameters is application specific. The user can vary the
control parameters by changing the values in the text boxes or by using the sliders, as shown in
Fig 3.5. The sampling length and amplitude for step response can also be adjusted. To obtain the
small-signal response, 1 µm step size is recommended.

After changing the P, I and/or D parameters, click "Execute Step" to test the system step-response
under new PID settings. As shown in Figure 3.5, when Kp=0, Ki=100, the system Setting Time is
about 73ms, which is relatively slow.

Fig. 3.5 Close-loop step-response (Kp=0 Ki=100)

Now increase Ki (Ki=330), implement the step-response again, see Figure 3.6. The system rising
time and system bandwidth have been improved.
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Fig. 3.6 Close-loop step-response (Kp=0 Ki=330)

By tuning I term and P term, the optimized system performance can be found in Figure 3.7, with
settling time 11.551ms, system bandth about 160Hz.

Fig. 3.7 Close-loop step-response (Kp=0 Ki=330)

After appropriate tuning, the new parameters can be stored by Menu "Settings" -> "Save
Configurations To Controller".

3.3.3 Second Order Integration Parameter

According to state-of-the-art control theory, if the input signal is first order, to implement second
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order integrator in close-loop control algorithm will effectively reduce tracking error. In the
firmware, this second order integration parameter is named as Kii. For tracking-error sensitive
applications, please increase Kii step by step and observe its influence to step-response and
tracking error.

In Figure 3.8 and 3.9 you will find that Kii will effectively reduce tracking error. In Figure 3.10
and Figure 3.11 you will see that Kii will worsen step-response performance by increasing settling
time. That is why the second order integrator best suits for scanning applications where first order
input signal is applied.

Fig. 3.8 Tracking error for triangle wave input without second order integrator
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Fig. 3.9 Tracking error for triangle wave input, with second order integrator

Fig. 3.10 Step response without second order integrator
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Fig. 3.11 Step response with second order integration parameter

3.4 Displacement command table

The right below part of control software window is the table for displacement command, see
Figure 3.12. For two axis system you will find two lines, each line displays the information of one
axis. The meaning of each column is listed in table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Description of displacement setting parameters
Channel Name of axis
Pos Command Displacement value, absolute movement
Step Increment Step size, relatively movement, μm or μrad
Sensor Reading Readout of the sensor
Limit Allowable travel range
Units Units of displacement, μm or μrad
Mode Control mode: analog control,digital control,

digital+analog control, step-response mode, wave
generator mode

State Status of closed or open loop

Fig. 3.12 Displacement command table

There are two ways to change target value: click "<" or ">" to command the stage to move one
"Step Increment" (backward or forward respectively); or input the target value directly in "Pos
Command" and press enter button.

Displacement command table can be used both in open-loop and closed-loop mode. In closed-loop,
stage will move to the input target position; in open-loop, the target position will be converted to a
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voltage to apply on the piezo. Due to the nonlinear and drift properties of piezo, there could be a
difference between input value and actual position in open-loop.

3.5 Wave Generator

The SC-400 controller features wave generator function. It allows user to select a variety of
waveforms, such as sine wave, triangle wave and square wave. Users can easily set the amplitude,
offset and frequency of the waveform as shown in Figure 3.13. After parameter setting, click
"Generate Waveform and Start Scan" to start the wave generator and scan wave data.

For customized waveform, you will need to create a *.wf file. Such *.wf should be in ASCII
format, each line contains one data, plus "\n" as terminal character. The unit of the data is defined
in displacement command table "Units". Interval between two adjacent data is fixed to 20.48μs.
Please refer to the documents "demo.wf" in the directory where the control software is installed.

Fig. 3.13 Wave Generator window

With SC-400 it is possible to display actual position waveform in real time. There are two wave
capture modes in Sanying control software: "Continuous Position Monitoring" mode and "High
Resolution Recording and Aanlyse" mode. In "Continuous Position Monitoring" mode (see Figure
3.14), position data will be picked up in real time and displayed on the screen. In "High Resolution
Recording and Analyzing" mode, the position data will be captured and stored with maximum
resolution, which is analyzed, comparing with the waveform data to show the information of The
Magnitude Attenuation and Phase Delay. The graph window can display the data curves from
sensor monitor and position command in the same window, either for stage position or velocity.
By comparing both curves, the error curves can be plotted and analyzed. Also, both position
curves and velocity curves can be plotted in the way of either with phase delay (both in real time)
or without phase delay (the curve is shifted).

Note: Before using "High Resolution Recording", the function button "Start Scan" will be
switched off.
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Fig. 3.14 Waveform display in "Continuous Position Monitoring" mode

Fig. 3.15 The curves generated by waveform generator (commands) and the stage position (sensor readings)

The position and velocity curves of waveform generation and stage feedback displayed in the
graph window can be switched by the buttons in “Velocity And Position” area. “Position” displays
the position curves with phase delay, “PositionPA” displays the position curves without phase
delay (command and sensor reading curves are aligned up), “Velocity” displays the velocity curve
with phase delay, “VelocityPA” displays the velocity curve by without phase delay (command and
sensor reading curves are aligned up), “Points” sets the point number used for calculating velocity.
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Fig.3. 16 Position curves with phase aligned up

Fig.3. 17 Velocity curves with phase delay
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Fig.3. 18 Velocity curves with phase aligned up

3.6 Low-pass Filter setting

SC-400 controller features an extra Low-pass Filter for user to access. This low-pass filter doesn’t
attect servo-loop calculation, but changes sensor output both from software display and from BNC
analog output.

Parameters of this Low-pass Filter can be accessed from menu "Settings" -> "Monitor Filter
Settings", see Figure 3.19. Inputting value changes the corner frequency of this frequency.

Fig. 3.19 Low-pass Filter settings

3.7 Mode Settings

SC-400 can be controlled by three modes: analog signal input only, digital signal input only or
analog plus digital signal input. The switch can be accessed from menu "Settings" -> "Mode
Settings".
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Fig. 3.20 Mode Settings Panel

3.8 TCP/IP setting

Two modes can be used to configure SC-400 IP address: DHCP(default) or static IP. When DHCP
is used, a router which offers DHCP service is needed.

Configuration of IP address can be accessed or changed by“Settings”---“Network Configuration”,
see figure 3.21. When IP address is changed, “Settings”---“Save Configurations To Controller”
should be used to save IP configuration to FLASH.

Note: SC-400 needs to be repowered for IP address change taking effect。Please set the fixed
IP,If the SC-400 is directly connected to the computer.

Fig. 3.21 TCP/IP configuration

3.9 Software display resolution

The default display resolution in Sanying control software is 0.001μm or 0.001μrad. Using hot key
to change the resolution: <SHIFT> + "<" to decrease resolution and <SHIFT> + ">" to increase
resolution.

3.10 Data or Parameter Import and Export

Menu "Main" ->“SaveConfigToFile”save PID and Filter parameter to file；
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“LoadConfigFromFile”load PID and Filter parameter from file；“Export Data”save step or wave
data to file；“Import Data”load step or wave data from file；“Export FFT Magnitude Data”
save FFT Magnitude Data to file;“Import FFT Magnitude Data”load FFT Magnitude Data from
file。

3.11 Stepping Test

The software can test step-moving，see figure 3.22，set the number of steps, the number of data
and click“Run”button，“SaveData”save data to file。

Fig. 3.22 Steps Test
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Chapter 4 Maintenance and Cleaning

4.1 Maintenance

Periodically inspect the cooling vents on the top/bottom covers of the controller to ensure that they
are not obstructed with dust or debris and clear as needed.

4.2 Cleaning

If desired the outside surfaces of the case may be wiped with a damp cloth using a mild cleaner or
water. Take care not to allow liquid to penetrate the seams as the controller case is not watertight.
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Appendix A: Controller Specifications

Number of channels 1- ,2-& 3- Channel Versions

Resolution 18-bit

Processor 456MHz Dual-core

Sampling rate 48.8 kHz

Controller Interfaces USB 2.0 / Ethernet

Channel Connectors
BNC analog input / output (-10V ~ +10V)

D-SUB15

HV driver voltage -30V ~ 150V piezo driver signal

HV driver current 100mA / channel (200mA optional)

Sensor Type Capacitive

Software

Sanying control software

User SDK

OS Window XP / 7 / 8 / 10

Operating temperature 5° C to 40° C

Maximum relative humidity 31°C / 80%

Altitude < 2000m

Dimensions H:138mmW:263mm L:326mm

Weight 3 Kg

Power AC100 ~ 240V / 50-60Hz
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Appendix B: Install USB driver

1. Open "Device Manager", right click "400", click " Update Driver Software…"

2. Click “Browse my computer for driver software”

3. Click “Browse”, select the USB driver, click “OK” , then click “Next”

400
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4. “Windows Security” appear, click “Install this driver software anyway”

5. Wait a moment, then the driver will be installed successfully.

400
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Appendix C: Troubleshooting

Communication with controller does not work

※Check cable
In the process of communication the USB cable must be securely connected

※Check USB Driver
Check if the USB driver has been installed properly. After successful installation, a new
device "Sanying SC400 Controller" will be shown in "Device Manager"

※Another control software is using the interface
Close the other control software

※Controller was power-cycled or rebooted
With USB connections, communication can’t be maintained after the SC-400 is power-cycled
or rebooted. The Connection must then be closed and reopened

Stage does not move.

※Cable not connected properly
Check the cable(s) connection

※Stage or stage cable is defective
Exchange stage (channel) with a working stage (channel) to test a new combination of
controller and stage (channel).

※Wrong axis commanded
Check if the correct axis command is sent and if the commanded axis is the expected stage

※Check drive mode
Check if the drive mode was set correctly

Unsatisfactory system performance

※The sensor values are not reliable, and the whole system is instable.
Only thermally stable systems can have the best performance. For a thermally stabled system,
powers on the SC-400 at least one hour before you start working with it.
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ADD: C21 Building, Venture Headquarter Base, Fuyuan Road, Wuqing Development, Tianjing,
China 301700
TEL: +86-22-22977677
FAX: +86-22-29516023
E-mail: info@symc-tec.com
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